by Jenni Farley Sheryl Berk

The Rules According To JWOWW: Shore-Tested Secrets On Landing A Mint Guy, Staying Fresh To Death, And Kicking The Competition To The Curb

Competition to the Curb. In 2012, she was sued for allegedly filming "How JWOWW Has Been the Voice of Reason On and Off Jersey Shore" 12 Dec 2010. Jersey Shore” star Jenni “Jwoww” Farley can add published author to her résumé. "The Rules According to Jwoww" from William Morrow, due in February, features "secrets on landing a mint guy, staying fresh to death, and kicking the self-help classic “The Rules: Time-Tested Secrets for Capturing the heart of a man.”
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First, there’s Snooki’s new novel, “A Shore Thing,” excerpts of which ran in the Post earlier this week. And next month, readers can get their hands on “The Rules According to Jwoww: Shore-Tested Secrets on Landing a Mint Guy, Staying Fresh to Death, and Kicking the Competition to the Curb.”